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DuoColor

JET BLACK /// RACER RED /// RAZOR BLUE /// FREAK GREEN /// TITANIUM SILVER /// RALLY WHITE                    

JET BLACK /// RACER RED /// RAZOR BLUE /// FREAK GREEN                   

Glossy hard composite shell with black rubber accent                        

MonoColor
Dust finish hard composite shell                       
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68 Cal. eNMEy™ –     
The mechanical marker that shoots like an electro just 
keeps getting better! Still featuring the integrated regu-
lator, pneumatic spool valve performance and entry-level 
price tag that made it famous, the eNMEy™ is easier to 
maintain than ever before. The newly redesigned bolt plac-
es all the critical o-rings in its removable valve core for 
easy access.

TRUE PNEUMATIC, TRULY MODULAR.

SPRING RETURN BALL DETENTS

New spring return ball detents have a 
longer wear life while preventing double-
feeds and chops.

.50cal. Breech Insert + Barrel 

.68cal. Barrel

eNMEy� .50cal. Valve Core

eNMEy� .68cal. Valve Core

IMPACT REDUCTION INSERTS 

Giving the eNMEy™ .50cal. its gentle 
touch, these inserts reduce gas cham-
ber volume, reducing the stock velocity       
adjustment range from 240-400fps down 
to 190-240fps or as low as 120-190fps.

One Marker, Two Calibers –  
As a field rental marker, the eNMEy™ 
now has another trick up its bolt 
sleeve. In literally seconds, your field 
staff  can convert between .50 and 
.68 caliber by hand, with no tools. 
Swap the barrel, remove or insert 
the breech insert while the barrel is 
out and swap the valve core – done!  
Ready for the chrono!                            

NEWLY REDESIGNED

FEATURES 

STREAMLINED 4-PIECE BOLT SYSTEM

There are only four components to the eNMEy™ 
.50 caliber’s spool valve system, lubrication of  the 
bolt system can be done in minutes and requires               
absolutely no tools. There are no springs to lose and  
no hammers to cock back.

.50cal. eNMEy™ as Rental Markers –                        
Field owners are finding the 50 Cal eNMEy™ is their 
friend. The lower velocities and impact of  50-caliber 
paintball have opened new markets with younger players 
no longer afraid to “take the hit” for the first time. With 
the bruises and welts taken out of  the picture for their 
kids, moms get on board for birthday parties and   
group bookings.

Less Down Time –                                              
For players, down time cleaning their gear 
is time they aren’t out having fun. For 
field owners cleaning and maintaining the 
rental fleet is a necessary part of  busi-
ness, but when it’s complicated it ties up 
staff. Fast and easy maintenance means 
more fun for players and more time for 
field owners to focus on their customers.

MonoColor
Body Shell

DuoColor 
Body Shell


